**Editor's Comment:**

I have seen the modified manuscript where a minor modification was made which was truly unsatisfactory. Authors were requested to take more attention and time for perfect paper. I have added more comments below:

1. Last line was incomplete in abstract because no in vivo study was done by authors.
2. In procedure aqueous extract was never mentioned.
3. Representation of procedure for 'Antinutrient analysis' was incomplete.
4. The manuscript contain numerous syntax error. Kindly check by authentic specialist.
5. I am really confused whether author used aqueous extract of the leaves because I have heard presence of oleic acid (28.98%) in aqueous extract for the first time.
6. Reference still not uniform. (e.g. somewhere journal name given in short form somewhere in details. Somewhere letter were unnecessarily capitalized. Symbols like comma, full stop used uselessly. Indents were very irregular, etc.)
7. Scientific names always must be in italics anywhere.
8. To prove the novelty author should have to mention in vivo activities but no where it was mentioned.
9. Authors till not justified the novelty of the work in the manuscript.
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